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A rich torrent customer feature. Download and share files with your phone. tTorrent is simply the best torrent download customer (P2P) for android devices. Download large files like free movies, free music albums, free software, free MP3 files and other entertainment media on your phone or tablet very quickly. High-speed Internet connection (Wi-Fi, 4G) needed! If you have
purchased tTorrent Pro previously please check the website and/or contact on the support email, thank you. tTorrent features: - NOT ADS! Creating and sharing new torrent files - choosing individual files to download from torrents containing multiple files - supports external storage writing, such as SD cards (from Android 5.0) - sequential download mode (streaming) - Wi-Fi mode
only, Wi-Fi mode or WiMAX - magnetic link support, tracker-free torrent support (DHT) - RSS support (automatically download torrents published in streams) - UPnP and NAT-PMP support - IP filtering support - proxy support (SOCKS, HTTP) - encryption - Web interface (supports Trans (with custom stop path) tTorrent - free listing 1.7.0.1 ApktTorrent is simply the best torrent
download (P2P) customer for android devices. Download large files like free movies, free music albums, free software, free MP3 files and other entertainment media on your phone or tablet very quickly. High-speed Internet connection (Wi-Fi, 4G) needed! Features: NOT ADS! Easy search for torrents with the optional plugin - create and share new torrent files - choose simple files
to download from torrents containing multiple files - sequential download mode (streaming) - Wi-Fi mode only, Wi-Fi or WiMAX mode - magnetic link support, trackerless torrent support (DHT) - RSS support (automatic download of torrents published in streams) - UPnP and NAT-PMP support - IP filtering support - proxy support (SOCKS, HTTP) - encryption - web interface
(supports Transdroid/Transdrone) - Label support (with custom stop path) - SeriesGuide NEW LOWERED minsdk search extension to 16 for free ad, and 19 for lite version. Updated the fixed speed/free space indicator when no torrent is running. Fixed movement between different volumes. New option: proxy tracker connections. Openssl update at 1.1.1i. Updated translations.
App Info: Name : tTorrent - package name without ad: hu.tagsoft.ttorrent.noads Apk Md5: d81ec54bc92d35ae66e7d27f8b90a Apk Size:7.52 MB Update on Play Store:3 January 2021 Version Name and Code:1.7.1 (30000150)Demands: 4.0 Download Apk More info from Playstore tTorrent Pro (no announcement) is a tool to help users download torrent files on smartphones or
tablets. The app has no ads, stable download speeds and good encryption security. About tTorrent ProThe demand for entertainment with smartphones is becoming more and more popular. It's a condition to help torrent app developers to focus on developing mobile applications. We already have a lot of Torrent mobile apps like uTorrent, BitTorrent, which work pretty well.
However, if you are not satisfied with these Torrent applications, you can try a new name, tTorrent Pro. This is a powerful Torrent application published by Tagsoft. It allows users to download high quality movies, games and songs from free torrent sharing sites. P2P Protocol has long been popular with users because of its stability and fast download speeds. In the past, you could
only download torrent files to your PC. For now, you can do it directly on your smartphone. Also, you don't need to worry about the device's compatibility with tTorrent Pro. It can now operate reliably on most devices. In addition, you can always perform other tasks when you download the file. The app doesn't take a lot of data or slow down your phone. The simple interfaceIf you've
already used mobile torrent apps like 'torrent' or BitTorrent', you'll notice that the tTorrent Pro interface isn't much different. To better adapt to the phone's screen, the app has removed unnecessary features. You can click on the three dash icon at the top left of the screen to see a list of all the app's features. The torrent file will be displayed on the main screen. Basic file
management features such as name sorting, file size, downloaded percentage, etc. are also available. The WiFi-only download mode For the first time using the app, there is a message to ask users to choose which network connection to download the torrent. This is an important note that you should consider choosing. For example, if you use an unlimited mobile data plan, you
can select any connection option. However, if you use an expensive data package, you should choose wifi only. The torrent files are pretty big. So when you choose the wrong one, it can cost you a lot of money for mobile data. Break downloadDownloading big files usually takes a lot of time. Assuming you want to download a movie in HD quality with a few GB capacity, you may
have to wait long enough. In addition, download speed is affected by Internet connection speed. When you download a file, but the connection is suddenly turned off or you go out - where there is no wifi, you need to download the file right from the start. Downloading large files in the usual way on a mobile platform is always very difficult for users. Loss of connection, slow network
speed or lack of battery can all affect the download process. However, using the torrent download format will help you solve these problems. You can turn off the Internet connection at any time without worrying about affecting the download process. The app will continue the download process when it is reconnected to the network. If you're playing a game and a stable network
connection, you can actively pause the download process without any problems. In addition, you can re-activate the download when your device is ready. The process will continue without having to start downloading from the beginning as usual. This is an advantage that makes users like the form of torrent file sharing. Safe and secure Internet environment always contains certain
risks. Your device may be infected with viruses or malware. It can steal your information if you download files from unreliable sources.tTorrent Pro provides some features to help users detect malicious files. However, this feature is still very limited. Bad guys can take advantage of it and insert malicious code into torrent files and share them. So, in addition to using an app like
tTorrent Pro, users must choose to download files from reputable websites. In addition, you need to pay attention to comments from other users, which may be useful for you to detect torrent files with malware. Quick and simple sharing files with a large size always makes it difficult for users, including those who download or download. Usually, users often divide files into several
parts. If you want to download a complete file, you may need to remember dozens of download links. After that, you need to download each link and use the app to combine them into a complete file. This has really caused many inconveniences for users, especially for mobile users. Therefore, downloading torrent files via tTorrent Pro will make this process much simpler. You can
download a large file simply by copying a link to download the app. The download will take place automatically. Fast loading speedThe torrent download speed will depend on the number of users downloading the file. For example, a new great movie has been released, which has received a lot of attention from users. So it has a huge download. This will greatly increase the
download speed. If you want to download an old and less popular movie, it may take longer to complete the download process. Usually, interesting movies and games have a lot of attention. These could be new releases of exciting movies or games. So you don't need to worry about download speeds. Are sharing and downloading torrents legal? Thanks to the Superior in the
speed and convenience that torrent file-sharing method allows users to easily download or share HD movies and high-capacity games. So, is it legal to use apps like tTorrent Pro to share files? The answer is that torrent file sharing is absolutely allowed. However, only a small number of shared files do not infringe copyright. For this reason, many people still think that torrent file
sharing is illegal. The instructions for downloading and installingWhen you search tTorrent on Google Play, you'll see that there are two different versions of the app, one paid and the other the other the other The paid version (tTorrent Pro) is almost no different from another, except for non-ads. Ads on tTorrent Lite appear regularly when you start the file download process, which
reduces the user experience. But with tTorrent Pro, all ads have been removed as you can discover the app without any interruption. You have to pay $1.99 to get tTorrent Pro from Google Play. However, we can show you how to install it and use it for free. In this article, we provide a modified APK file of the application. You only need to install it to be able to use tTorrent Pro
easily. Please follow the installation instructions below: Uninstall any version of tTorrent installed on your device (if it is available). Download the APK file we provided and open it. Press Install and wait for the installation process to complete. There you go! SummaryBefore, when you want to download a great movie or game, you normally use your PC to do it and copy it on your
mobile device. Right now, tTorrent Pro will help you do it faster anywhere as long as your phone is connected to the Internet. You can now download your favorite movies directly and watch them directly on your phone. This process is quick and simple. All you need to do is use tTorrent Pro. Also, you don't need to worry about whether the download will be affected by network
speed or not. You can even disconnect the Internet connection without worrying about the failure of the download. Your favorite movie will continue to load when the network connection is available again. Readers can download the app from the link below. What's in this mod? Support for armeabi-v7a - arm64-v8a - x86 all in one package; Optimized charts and cleaned package
resources for a quick, small load;Deactivated/Removing Unwanted Permissions - Receivers and Services; Analysis / Crashlytics disabled; AOSP-compatible. Compatible.
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